Abstract In this paper we consider an approach, which allows researching a processes of order-disorder transition in various systems (with any distribution of the exchange integrals signs) in the frame of Ising model. A new order parameters, which can give a description of a phase transitions, are found. The common definition of these order parameters is the mean value of percolation cluster size. Percolation cluster includes spins with given energy. The transition from absolute disorder to correlated phase could be studied with using of percolation theory methods.
Introduction
Ordered systems, such as ferromagnets are studied well now. Physics of systems with a complex type of exchange interaction is not so simple and evident. For instance, the theoretical research of the paramagnetic-spin glass transition, which started several decades ago, is still in process [1, 2] . The theory of magnetic states and transitions from paramagnetism to antiferromagnetism of various types (A, B, C, CE, G, and others), for instance in manganites, is still in development [3] [4] [5] [6] . It is well known that for such systems the average magnetization cannot be used as an order parameter. At low temperature the correlations between spins grow. This fact is proved by known temperature dependence of specific heat and magnetic susceptibility behavior and difference in the temperature behavior of the magnetization, which is measured in ZFC and FC modes.
In this paper, we present the result of research of magnetic phase transitions in the Ising model on a simple square lattice using the numerical simulation methods. We worked with the following three models: with ferromagnetic interactions, antiferromagnetic interactions and random distribution of exchange integrals (spin-glass models).
Parallel algorithm for finding the equilibrium configuration
The parallel search scheme for the equilibrium configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . The values of spins, their energies, as well as links of a square lattice of the magnet were recorded in one-dimensional dynamic arrays for more flexible allocation of memory. At the start of simulation the temperature is set to be corresponding to paramagnetic state (in reduced units T = 4.5, which is higher than the Curie temperature for a square lattice, obtained by Onsager T c = 2.28). The initial configuration, that corresponds to the random distribution, of spin directions, is generated. Configuration data, the temperature, the number of MC steps and other technical information are sent out to all the computing processes by means of MPI technology.
Each process performs a Monte Carlo spin flip (approx. 10 9 spin flips for 1000 × 1000 spin system) until the system comes into equilibrium, which is defined by the energy of the system. The system came into equilibrium at the temperature T in case if the systems energy became less after certain quantity of MC steps (for modeling the transition with decreasing temperature) and will not change significantly during further modeling. The energy of configurations at the given temperature are passed into the root thread, which one also compares the obtained val- ues. Root process selects the energy corresponding to the extreme value (for modeling the transition with decreasing temperature -minimum value). All variables are recorded to the output files, and the temperature lowered at the defined value (∆ T = 0.1). The thread, which number is defined by the root process and with the lowest system energy, distributes the data about the selected equilibrium distribution of spins and the new temperature value to the other threads. This cycle is repeated until the temperature achieve zero. The average magnetization is calculated by the difference between the spins directed upward and downward. The total energy is calculated by the summarizing all energies of the interacting spin pairs.
To count the number of nodes with minimal energy in the maximum cluster we can use breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm with the creation of queue (which is the graph traversal task).
3 Ordering and bond-percolation on the simple square lattice The probability of any possible configuration is given by the Gibbs distribution [7] . If we know the partition function for a system of interacting spins, it allows us to calculate all possible average physical values, which fully describe the state of the system under the given external conditions. Currently, in research of the phenomenon of percolation numerical methods is mainly used (Monte Carlo). They are widely used in statistical physics [8] .
We only point out that in the Ising model with Hamiltonian
which takes into account the ferromagnetic interaction, exchange integral J i j = 1 between each spin S i and its nearest neighbor S j . For antiferromagnetic interactions J i j = −1. Monte Carlo simulation with Metropolis algorithm allows to calculate the average relative magnetization < M > of the ferromagnetic system 1000 × 1000 Ising spins (the number of Monte Carlo steps is 2 * 10 10 ) on a simple square lattice with z = 4 nearest neighbors. Temperature behavior < M > shown in Fig. 2 .
The same method was used to calculate the average size of the percolation cluster γ 1 (T ), which is defined as the ratio of the number of spins in the ground state to the total number of spins. There is a coincidence between the critical temperature of the magnetization < M > and the order parameter γ 1 (T ). The law of variation and the critical exponents for the temperature dependence of the assumed physical value γ 1 (T ) (average in time and configuration) coincide with observed characteristics for the average magnetization of ferromagnetic systems [9] . The difference in the temperature behavior within reviewed order parameters at T ≤ T c , (higher growing rate of < M > compared to γ 1 ), caused by the fact that the percolation cluster does not contain all the spins in the ground state, that means the difference in growing rate caused by low density of the percolation cluster and extention of new phase clusters in its pores. Ordering process is usually characterized by the formation of a set of new phase nuclei. At T = T c only a part of small cluster are united in one most size the percolation cluster. Thus, in this model, the order parameter < M > describes the balance between the number of particles "up" N ↑ and the number of particles "down" N ↓, and the proposed new order parameter γ 1 (T ) describes the process of growth of the percolation cluster.
The results of this research show that γ 1 (T ) in antiferromagnetic model (J i j = −1) have the same jump in the phase transition, as in the ferromagnetic model (J i j = +1), as shown in Fig. 2 . While the magnetization < M(T ) > in antiferromagnetic systems is equal to zero at any temperature, and therefore cannot serve as an order parameter. This fact is due to the universality of order parameter γ 1 (T ).
Besides, the function γ 2 (T ) represents the relative size of the maximal cluster, which one unites a spins with the negative interaction energy. Fig. 2 shows, that the function γ 2 (T ) allows us to determine the transition temperature of the system from absolutely randomized paramagnetic (PM) phase to correlated superparamagnetic (SPM). 
Simulation of the transition from paramagnetism to spin glass
In 1975 S. Edwards and P. Anderson considered the lattice model of exchangecoupled magnetic moments interacting so that the exchange integral is a random function [10] . In this spin glass the one half of pairs interacts ferromagnetically, and second part interacts antiferromagnetically. The types of interactions distributed randomly. The current research is based on the S. Edwardson -P. Anderson model specified to frustration in every spin
in case of simple square lattice (the summation is over z = 4 neighbors).
Monte-Carlo simulation of transition processes in described above model of spin glass lead to the existence of specific critical temperature T f , Fig. 3 . In almost completely (99%) frustrated system of 1000 × 1000 of Ising spin glass, there is the function γ 2 (T ) which one has abrupt changes of value in transition region. Function γ 2 (T ) is not equal to 1 even at T = 0, because there is large number of frustrated spins in excited state. This typical phenomenon for spin glass state leads to nonzero magnetic capacity heat at zero value of the absolute temperature.
We suppose that in the limit of infinite number of particles this jump should be even more evident.
Conclusion
The relative power of a percolation cluster could be used as a universal order parameter for systems with direct exchange interaction between spins. This parameter describes the short-range or of the long-range order, depending the ways of cluster integration of spins over values of exchange interaction energy. In the numerical experiments the possibility of phase separation of paramagnetic and superparamagnetic regimes, paramagnetic and spin glass states is showed. The results of given research can be summarized in the following conclusion:
1. The law of temperature behavior of the new order parameter -function γ 1 (T ) coincides with the law of temperature behavior of the average magnetization for a ferromagnet < M >. There is the coincidence critical temperature of magnetization formation and critical temperature of percolation threshold. 2. The function γ 1 (T ) in the antiferromagnet undergoes a jump at the point of the phase transition, and it's behavior is the same as γ 1 (T ) in a ferromagnetic. It stands as the universality of the order parameter. 3. The existence of function which has the jump at the spin glass-paramagnetic transition region could give the solution of the phase transition problem in PM-SG (PM-SPM). The γ 1 (T ) = 0 at spin glass tells about the absence of phase transition in this 2D lattice of Ising spins. 4. The proposed approach allows to unite the concepts of a phase transitions in ordered and disordered systems, including systems with competing interactions with the developed ideas in percolation theory. 5. The order parameter is universal for any magnetic system. It could be measured experimentally using spectroscopy methods.
